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 7 DAY NSS RESIDENTIAL CAMP(23/01/24-29/01/24) 

 

                    7 day NSS Residential camp was organised by NSS Unit 233 

SIMAT, Vavanoor at Kalavara ,Vattenad from 23rd January to 29th January . About 

65 volunteers participated in the camp .The project work assigned for the volunteers 

was the construction of a road . On 23/01/2024 , the camp was formally inaugurated 

by the Principal Dr. S P Subramanian(Principal , SIMAT) ,Sri. Jishnu B H(Program 

Officer, SIMAT), Smt.Uma(Associate program officer,SIMAT), Sri. 

Janardhanan(Administrative Officer,SIMAT) and Gopalan Sir at Kalavara on January 

23rd. All the honorable persons delivered a small speech about the camp .After that in 

the evening there was a session and some activities was conducted by Sreekrishnan 

Sir .  In night the cultural programs also conducted by the cultural committee. And 

Shyam Sir gave a small brief about the duties of different committees to the 

volunteers. The camp was ended at 11:30.      

           On 24/01/2024 , the second day was started with yoga at 5:30 am under 

the guidance of Gopalan sir. After the morning assembly volunteers had gone for the 

project work . The project committee of that day arranged all the equipments needed 

for the work. By 1’o clock volunteers came back to Kalavara after the work . In 

afternoon there were a session about Rudirasena by Noor Fathima (Student volunteer 

from Royal Engineering College). And the evening session was handled by Rahil Sir 
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(Mtech student and trainer). In that session he provided many activities to the 

volunteers. During night there were the cultural activities by the cultural committee. 

Then after the dinner the camp was ended at 11:30 along with the camp review.  

 On 25/01/2024, the day started with yoga at 5:30. After the morning assembly 

volunteers had gone for the project work. The project work was ended at 1’o clock 

and volunteers came back to Kalavara. After the lunch there were a  session by the 

student volunteer Gokul about NRPF. He gave an idea about the NRPF to the 

volunteers and also he arranged some activities for the volunteers. In evening a 

motivation session was handled by Mr.Rasam Nizami (Hypnotic counseller).It was 

really an interesting session. During night there were cultural activities by cultural 

committee. After dinner the camp review was held . All the negatives and positives 

has shared by all in the review. At 11:30 camp was ended. 

        On 26/01/2024, as usual the camp was started at 5:30 with yoga. After the  

morning assembly volunteers gone for the project work. Food committee members 

stay there itself for the food preparation. Project work was ended a bit early because 

of the hot condition during day time. After the lunch a session was taken by Sri. 

Hithesh(Professor,SIMAT). A pledge was taken by the volunteers in the presence of 

Hitesh Sir . Evening session was handled by the  Mr.Mahesh(Excise officer) gave  an  

awareness  session about the after effects of drugs and so on. After that as usual 

cultural programs were conducted by cultural committee. Volunteers had really 

enjoyed the activities. Along with the camp review session the camp was ended at 

11:30.  

   On 27/01/2024 ,the camp was started at 5:30 with yoga . The yoga session 

was handled by one of the volunteer and Gopalan Sir. After that volunteers had gone 

for project work. After that there were a session  about the drama to the volunteers 

and he arranged some activities. During night cultural programs were conducted by 

cultural committee. Volunteers actively participated in the cultural activities. After 
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the dinner camp was ended with the camp review session. All the committees has 

improved in their activities compared to the first day. The camp ended at 11:30. 

 

        On 28/01/2024 ,as usual the camp was started with yoga. But the yoga 

session was entirely different from all other days.  After the breakfast and morning 

assembly volunteers had gone for project work. In afternoon there were a session 

handled by Gopalan Sir and the volunteers planted some seeds in the field under the 

guidence of Gopalan Sir. Cultural committee arranged the programmes.After that the 

senior volunteers arranged a special program for the volunteers. The volunteers really 

enjoyed the moment. After that the camp was ended with the camp review at 11:30 

pm.  

On 29/01/2024  ,the last day of the camp. It was started with yoga. The 

valedictory function was held in the presence of Gopalan Sir ,Sreekrishnan Sir, Jishnu 

Sir , Uma mam at Kalavara. Everyone delivered a small speech on the occasion. 

Volunteers gave a token of love to Gopalan Sir.In the valedictory function Hridya 

(S4,CE) was awarded for the best female camper and Amal M.G ( S4, EEE) was 

awarded for the best male camper. Team Fox was awarded for the best food 

committee. Team Alpha was awarded for best project committee and for best  camp 

paper. Team Charlie was awarded for the best discipline committee.Team Delta was 

awarded for the best cultural committee.Team Bravo was awarded for the best health 

committee. The camp was memorable and give lot of experience to all volunteers. 
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                Poster and snaps from the program  

 

REPUBLIC DAY (26/01/24 
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                    NSS Unit 233, SIMAT celebrated the 75th Republic Day on 

26thJanuary 2024 with great enthusiasm. The programme officer Mr Jishnu B H 

unflured The National Flag of India. After flag hoisting, he delivered a speech on the 

relevance Of celebrating Republic Day to the current scenario in India. Secondly, the 

office staff Mr Krishnankutty K V gave a speech on the importance of Republic Day 

to the Students. Later, the security guard Mr Suresh who is an ex-military man, shared 

his Experiences in his military life. Finally, the NSS volunteers distributed sweets to 

all Participants.  

                                     Poster and snaps from the program  

NSS UNIT 233,SIMAT also observed these days 

• New year – January 1st  
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